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ICE AURORA CONTRACT DETENTION CENTER 

ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT 

ELECTRONIC REQUEST 
 

 

Date:     ______________________________________________________ 
    DAY   MONTH    YEAR 

 

Requested by:    ______________________________________________________ 
    NAME     POSITION 

 

Transmitted by:  

  ______________________________________________________ 
    NAME     POSITION 
 

Were electronic files sent?  

YES □   NO □ 
 

How many people are currently being cohorted/quarantined due to sickness?  

Number of people currently cohorted/quarantined due to sickness: 

 

 FORMAL COUNTS: 2.8 V. A. 

How many people were most recently formally counted in this facility?  

 Number of people most recently formally counted in the facility:   

 

How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as the following gender? 

 Female:  

 Male:  

 Nonbinary:  

 Prefer not to say:  

30 March 2020

Kevin Vargas, Constituent Liaison

Christopher Jones, AOC

687

16

570

77

**Note in Supplemental notes 

N/A

N/A
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How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as transgender? 

 Number of people that describe themselves as transgender:  

How many people have been brought into the facility this week?  

 Number of people brought into the facility this week:  

 

How many people have left the facility this week? 

Number of people who left the facility this week:  

 

How many people and where did those who left the facility go? 

 Released into community:  

 Formally removed from the United States:  

 Moved to other facility:  

 Other _____________:  

How many people are currently being housed in the Annex?  

Number of people who are being housed in the Annex:  

 

  Female: 

 

Male:  

 

 

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED:  
Daily Kitchen Opening and Closing Checklists  

RECEIVED □   NOT RECEIVED □ 
Daily Foods Production Service Records 

RECEIVED □   NOT RECEIVED □ 
Temperature Logs  

RECEIVED □   NOT RECEIVED □ 
Law and Leisure Library Logs  

RECEIVED □   NOT RECEIVED □ 
Medical Staffing Update  

RECEIVED □   NOT RECEIVED □ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

13

34

129

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

51

12

39
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SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KITCHEN DOCUMENTS:
Menu provided, see attached documents 

MEDICAL:  

Warden Choate provided the weekly update on medical staffing.  

Current status of staff and hiring: 

1-Health Services Administrator
1-Assistant Health Services Administrator
1-Administrator Assistant- app. selected (in background)
14-RN's
12-LPN's
1-MD, additional MD pending start date
2-PA's
1-Psychologist
1-Licensed Clinical Social Worker
4-Medical Records Clerks
1-X-ray tech
4-tele-psychiatrist
2-Dentists- 40 hours a week total
1-Dental Assistant
5-Agency RN's

LAW LIBRARY: 
Documents were provided. We can't release documents since A#'s and names of
detainees are shown. Dates from 3/23-3/27 were provided. Each dorm averaged from
 3-5 detainees accessing the library

COUNTS: 
9 detainees in Restrictive Housing Unit

COVID-19 UPDATES:
2 ICE personnel in Aurora Contract Detention Facility confirmed COVID-19 tested positive 

No COVID-19 cases for detainees (4-1-20)
 
**77 in cohort in A2 POD. In this POD 2 detainees were tested for COVID-19. Both detainees 
tested nagative for COVID-19 (4-1-20) 

The cohort continues due to the flu issue as per protocol, out of caution. This cohort will be 
moved to A3. The space in A2 will be used to further spread out detainees from other pods.  

PPEs are available for staff at the facility.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING: 
Congressman Crow's office inquired if there are plans to reassign people to adhere to
social distancing guidelines (e.g., four or less per cell) by utilizing space that is currently 
vacant? 

Per ICE: We have answered that before and communicated that is contractual information 
and thus not appropriate for comment.

Congressman Crow's office sent a follow up letter to the Mar. 17th letter regarding
humanitarian parole and COVID-19 procedures and protocols

Congressman Crow's office inquired about detainees being released on
humanitarian parole

Per ICE: ICE doesn't keep these numbers. This inquiry has to be made through 
the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) agency

The EOIR conduct removal proceedings in immigration courts and adjudicate appeals
arising from the proceedings   
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